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FOLDING ADIRONDACK CHAIR ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
It takes just 8 bolts and the allen key provided to assemble your new folding Adirondack chair. The only extra
tool you need is an 11mm spanner (not provided). It is important not to completely tighten any bolts until all
pieces are assembled.

Included in the box
A: Seat

E: Hardware

B: Chair Back

Bolts x 8

C: Front Legs

Washers x 16

D: Arms x 2

Nuts x 8
Allen Key x 1

HANDY TIP 1: Lay out the nuts and bolts like the picture. It helps to thread a washer
onto each bolt before you start. That way you won’t forget them when you insert
the bolts.
HANDY TIP 2: Locking nuts, by definition, can be harder to tighten. We’ve found
that by dipping the end of each bolt into a little WD40 before threading through the
holes, the nuts turn more smoothly when securing. One quick dip is all that’s
needed, almost like dipping a biscuit into tea!!
fig 1

STEP 1 ATTACH SEAT (A) TO CHAIR BACK (B)
Lay seat (A) and chair back (B) on the ground as shown in
fig1
Then place seat (A) over the top of (B) as shown in fig 2

fig 2

Rotate hinges on (A) upwards towards corresponding
holes on (B)
Once holes are completely aligned, thread 1 x bolt, with
pre-attached washer through the hole, thread a second
washer and secure bolt with 1 x nut. Do for both sides.
Only tighten the nuts finger tight at this time.
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fig 3

STEP 2 ATTACH FRONT LEGS (C) TO SEAT (A)
Lay front legs (C) on the ground as shown in fig 3.
Note the position/direction of the feet.
Then place front legs (C) over the top of (A) and align
the corresponding holes as shown in fig 4

fig 4

Once holes are completely aligned, thread 1 x bolt,
with pre-attached washer through the hole, thread a
second washer and secure bolt with 1 x nut. Do for
both sides. Only tighten the nuts finger tight at this
time.
Now that your assembly
looks like fig 5, you need
to open the chair so that
it rests on its front legs
and the chair back is flat
on the floor, as in fig 6

fig 5

fig 6
STEP 3 ATTACH ARMS (D) TO FRONT LEGS (C)

fig 7

Lay arms (D) on the ground as shown in fig 7. Note the
position of left and right arms.
Attach the FRONT of the arms to the front legs by
threading 1 x bolt, with pre-attached washer through
the corresponding holes, thread a second washer and
secure bolt with 1 x nut. As shown in fig 8. Do for both
sides.

fig 8

Only tighten the nuts finger tight at this time.
Now lift the seat back upwards and align the
corresponding holes on the BACK of the arms. Once
holes are aligned, thread 1 x bolt, with pre-attached
washer through the corresponding hole, thread a
second washer and secure bolt finger tight with 1 x
nut. Do for both sides.
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Now tighten all 8 bolts using the allen key provided and an 11mm spanner
Try not to over tighten the bolts, as this will make the chair harder to fold and unfold.
Your chair is now ready to enjoy!

fig 9

fig 10

fig 11

fig 12

If at any time during the folding and unfolding process,
the bottom part of the chair back gets caught on the
lower crossbar, like in fig 9 & 10. Simply grab the back of
the chair as in fig 11 and using an upward movement, lift
it clear of the crossbar and then you can push it forward
into its correct position as in fig 12
However, once our chairs are positioned where you want
them in your garden, you will not have to move them
around as they can stay outside all year, whatever the
weather!

We hope you enjoy our maintenance free, eco-friendly Adirondack chairs for many years to come.
Any comments or queries, call 01531 670104 or email sales@luxwoodpatio.com
Thank you for choosing LuxWoodPatio for your new garden chairs.

Meryl & Tony Edwards-Geary
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